TO: Field Staff
FROM: DFR Training
RE: IEDSS Intuitions
DATE: 6/19/19

Have you noticed anything new on the Hub? IEDSS Intuitions are reference documents meant to supplement IEDSS Help. IEDSS Intuitions will be released periodically as needed.

IEDSS Intuitions can be accessed on the DFR home page, under “IEDSS Resources”

How can I submit a request for an IEDSS Intuitions topic?

Requests should be routed to the DFR training team via dfrlms@fssa.in.gov. Please include a detailed description of what is needed and include supporting IEDSS screen shots.
By clicking this link and filling out the following form, you agree that you have read and understood the above material.

**Disclaimer:** Hub Caps have been written to assist in providing clarification and as a quick guide for workers to reference. Hub Caps do not replace policy; please continue to use the appropriate policy manuals for detailed information. If you have any additional questions about policy, please contact the policy answer line.